Light Energy Dance
TECHNICAL requirements:
Introduction:
5 dancers wear electronic suits fitted with LED lights that change in time to the music.
The sound and lighting for the routine is controlled by software running on our laptop.
The laptop sends a signal to our wireless transmitter positioned as close to the stage as
possible the transmitter sends a signal to battery powered wireless receivers built into the
dancers’ costumes.

Control positions
Standard set up: Control laptop set to the side of the stage so we are in contact with our
dancers and can run simple pre show checks.
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Audio out required to FOH.
Cable supplied by client.

Power
13 amp house supply required at the side of the stage to power laptop.
Audio
The music and costumes are synced at 25 frames/per second - so it is important the audio
comes from our control laptop. This will be positioned at the side of the stage and has a
stereo 3.5mm jack output.
It’s a wireless DMX system so other setups, i.e running off timecode can work if agreed in
advance.
Monitors – It’s important that the dancers can hear the music directly please supply fold
back monitors. It’s also worth noting that there is a lot of bass in the track so a good sound
system will really help the performance.

Light Energy Dance
TECHNICAL requirements:
Stage
Size - Preferred stage size is 7x5m but we are flexible.
We can adapt the routine to fit on smaller stages and different layouts please notify us in
advance of any major changes.
Surface - As we perform in the dark a clear stage with no trip hazards is vital. Cables will
need to be taped down, lecterns etc. will need to be removed (unless agreed in advance).
Non-reflective surface i.e carpet works well.

Lighting
The suits serve as their own lighting show. For maximum effect we recommend a black
backdrop and the room to be as dark as possible, no other lights are required. We
understand this is not always practical and the suits are incredibly bright so can compete
against other lighting sources.
In spaces with a lot of ambient light a black backdrop will make a huge difference.

Rehearsal
30mins required on stage after controls are set up with the system running to ensure that
everything is working.
If this is not possible we can adapt but please let us know in advance.

Changing rooms
Secure changing area required.
The standard show includes 5 dancers and 3 technicians.
NB the costumes are quite large and need to be on charge when not in use.
We require:
• 2 x 6ft clothes rails
• 2 x 13 amp plug sockets
• Water
• Healthy snacks if on site for more than 3hrs.

Parking
Vehicle access for loading and unloading required at time of get in.
2 Parking places for small vans required.

Meals
Hot meals required for 5 dancers and 3 technical crew.
Dietary requirements: on request.

